The Zoo Vet
Home Learning Challenges

Can you tell a grown-up the days of the week in the correct order? You might like to draw pictures of different things you do each day and label each picture with the correct day, thinking carefully about the letter sounds you need.

Have you ever visited a zoo? Can you draw or paint pictures of your favourite zoo animals? You could add labels to the animals too.

The vet treats a giraffe on Monday, a flamingo on Tuesday, a chameleon on Wednesday, an elephant on Thursday and a tiger on Friday. How many animals does he treat altogether?

The vet gets poorly on Saturday. Can you make him a get well soon card? What could you write inside? What picture might he like on the front of the card?

Can you set up a vet’s surgery for your soft toys at home? Can you check their temperature, apply bandages, wrap them up warm and listen to their heartbeats? You could write down their symptoms and the treatments they’ll need.

A vet is a very important job as they make animals better. Talk to a grown-up about what job you would like to have when you grow up.